
ClearCenter Quick Facts The UNIFY Solution Why inWhatLanguage

•Deployments growing in 143 
countries
•Award winning open source 
software operating system
•Founded in 2009 with 
headquarters in Orem, Utah
•Emerging type of Managed 
Service Provider

•Facilitated translation in 85 
languages
•Managed 152 Git Repositories
•Translated over 1.5 million words, 
with automation to reduce any  
human error
•Translated over 12,000 files 

•Completed in 72 office hours 

•Supports almost 60 file types
•Translation experience in more 
than 200 languages
•Leading translation technology 
innovation
•Automated process greatly reduces 
 turnaround times 

Clear Center’s team is developing Hybrid Products for an emerging type of Managed Service Provider. With office 
locations all around the world–ranging from Canada, Taiwan, China, Netherlands, UK, India, New Zealand and the 

US–the need for translation and localization became critical.

ClearCenter and its open source foundation, 
ClearFoundation, needed to translate its software user 
interface for its ClearOS operating system into multiple 
languages. ClearCenter was rapidly expanding with 
deployments growing in 143 countries. As adoption of 
the ClearOS operating system grew, the requests for 
localization also increased. At this point, they had the 
choice to hire internal translators or outsource to a 
larger language service provider.

The UNIFY platform allowed Clear Center to quickly 
automate the process of translation for their user 
interface into 85 languages. UNIFY can see any changes 
or updates to the code and send notifications to renew 
their 152 Git repositories instantly. This process keeps 
their code current and lifts the burden of translation 
from their internal team.

“ClearCenter would’ve taken six months 
longer to complete the project and it 
would’ve cost significantly more money.”

-Colin Kelly Jr., SVP Marketing at ClearCenter

“Initially we were worried about the 
accuracy of automating the process, but it 
turned out to not be a problem at all.”

-Colin Kelly Jr., SVP Marketing at ClearCenter

ClearCenter enlisted help from inWhatLanguage and 
also received offers from more than 30 volunteers from 
the ClearFoundation global community. It seemed like 
coordination would be a problem, but the 
inWhatLanguage team organized and provided the tools 
everyone needed to complete the work productively.

Since working with inWhatLanguage, support tickets 
and community forum complaints have decreased 
regarding localization topics. 

inWhatLanguage takes a partnership approach to any 
language services. As companies like Clear Center 
expand to global audiences, we gladly work with them to 
solve challenges and compliment their success.  

Determining the Problem

Finding the Solution

Successful Localization


